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Taking action
Youth 4 TPNW, a global movement of young people in
support of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons,
is hosting a Youth Meeting of States Parties (YMSP) to the
treaty on 21st June.
As a hybrid conference, the YMSP is able to engage delegates
and audiences across the world as well as in Vienna. As well as
forming policy recommendations and participating in
conference workshops to strengthen the TPNW and the
movement behind it, delegates will be taking action to raise
awareness of the MSP, demand states join the treaty and
support its full implementation.
Take physical action:
Bring together friends and activists
Create banners and/or signs using the suggested
messages provided- visuals are key!
Demonstrate! Get loud with speakers or just raise your
voice, you can do so in public squares, at government
buildings, embassies or just on your street etc.
Share photos of your action online with #NoToNuclearWar
and #Youth4TPNW and tag decision makers (e.g. Foreign
Ministers, Heads of State, political leaders).
Got any other creative ideas? Great! Use them and let us know
what you're planning on doing!
Email: advocacy@youthfortpnw.net

Taking action
Take digital action:
Using our previous toolkit here, you can take actions or
follow up on previous actions under the new context of the
MSP taking place:
Contact your elected representative - share key
outcomes and debates from the MSP and ask them to
support the TPNW and sign the ICAN Parliamentary
Pledge
Contact your bank or other financial institutions demanding they divest and disaffiliate from the arms
industry
Ask your city to join the ICAN cities appeal
Ask your government to observe the next MSP, telling
them how significant the first one has been!
Start a petition online - write a compelling personal story
of why this is important to you, or amplify someone else's
Send a letter to the editor of your local newspaper or news
or radio station:
Offer a comment on the MSP and the Youth MSP
If they haven't covered it, complain!
Share your involvement
The advocacy team is here to support you - just drop us a
message.
Got any other creative ideas? Great! Use them and let us know
what you're planning on doing!
Email: advocacy@youthfortpnw.net

Key messages
For banners/signs:
Youth for TPNW: No War, No Nukes!
We demand a future: disarm now!
Make us the last generation to protest nuclear weapons. #NuclearBanNow

Accompanying visuals:
Add the Youth4TPNW logo to materials if you can - we can share this
again if you need it!
Peace symbol
Dove of peace
Create your own!

For social media:
We in [location] stand with @Youth4TPNW in demanding a future free from
nuclear weapons. #NoToNuclearWar
I've written to [elected representative] in support of the #TPNW! As a delegate
to the #YouthMSP representing [your country], I stand with our
@YouthforTPNW movement in calling for an end to nuclear weapons!
Nuclear weapons are illegal! Proud to join with delegates worldwide at the
#YouthMSP to the #TPNW. Nukes threaten our planet and states must abolish
them under international law!

These are all suggestions - feel free to edit or create your own and share
your thoughts on the Youth MSP and the TPNW!

Need help planning an action?
Email: advocacy@youthfortpnw.net

www.youthfortpnw.net
@Youth4TPNW

